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Sea voyage to the Russian bay, 10 hrs
The Russian bay is one of the most amazing places on the eastern coast of Kamchatka. On one of the shores mountains are
separated by faults, and there is a rocky ridge 800 meters in height stretching along the other one. The slopes of the mountains are
steep and it seems that they hang over you reflecting in the water azure smooth surface. The bay is a great shelter which protects its
habitants from storms. On the route to the bay it is possible to watch killer-whales, dolphins and whales; and passing by the la Perouse
stones – Kamchatka beavers sunbathing. At 10 a.m. a boat reaches the Russian bay where you can see sea mammals. Then you will
stay there for a short fishing time (you may catch flounder, perch, navaga, halibut, cod, mackerel shark…), for having a rest. On board
you will have a delicious dinner (tasty fish soup) and different snacks and appetizers; and you will also have a chance to try seafood
(echinoids and crabs). Lots of rookeries and flights of different birds (some of them are quite rare) diving to get nutrition will follow you
during the whole voyage.
Period of the tour: may - october
Kind of tour: boat voyage
Duration: 8-9 hrs
Number of people in group: 10 and more
Time of the meeting: 7 a.m.
Place of the meeting: specify in a day prior to the beginning of the tour
Time
7 a.m.

Program
- meeting of a group
Boarding.
Route to Grandmother’s stone island, to cape Stanitskogo, to the rocks «Three Brothers», to «Devil’s finger», to the
peninsula Zavoyko, and so on. Observation of sea mammals and bird rookeries. Arrival to the Russian bay. Fishing. Rest.
Observation of seal rookery. Lunch on board: fish soup, seafood, sandwiches, buns and rolls, tea and coffee. Return to the port. The
end of the voyage.

The price includes:
- rent of a yacht
- meals on route
- cook service
- spinning
- assurance
Recommendations:
- wind and wet protective jackets, gloves, headdresses
- photo and/or video camera
- sunglasses
- a security measure from solar burns
Take with you: pasport, dromina (motion sickness pills)!

We wish you a delightful vacation and unforgettable experience!

